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MAX630

Reference Plan of Power Loading  (N sets of D300E)
1. N sets of 24V/100Ah deep cycle gel battery
2. Peak power loading < 240W*N (0.1C of battery capacity)
3. Continuous power loading, airflow is continuous 10 m/s during 12 office hours (eg., 7h – 19h)

(a)  12-office-hour usage:  < 104W*N (104W = 141W*80*93%)
(b)  24-hours usage:  < 52W*N  (52W = 141W*80*93% *12/24)
[ Please refer to the D300E power curve ]



The Wiring of MAX630 (none street light scenario)

(Optional)

(Optional)

Max. input 15A / 50V
>> 250~300Wp PV

(Vmp > 28V)

24V 
DC BUS

Max. output 14A

[For more detail, please refer to MAX630 manual]

D300E

(Optional)DC BUS (Optional)



The Wiring  - Special Point
[For more detail, please also refer to DS300 manual : Chapter 5 Wiring]

Closely look at the site that the DS300/D300E VAWT  is to be installed and measure the 
following distances:
• Distance between DS300/D300E VAWT and the location of Controller(MAX630)

>> recommend: the wire length not to exceed 50 meters
• Distance between the Controller(MAX630) and the Battery. 

>>  recommend: the wire length not to exceed 5 meters
• Distance between the solar panel and the Controller(MAX630).

The required wire size:



The Dimension of D300E
The Concept of the Stand 
(Reference Only. The real dimension is 
designed by the end-customer, adaptive to his 
ventilation condition)



1.Each Darrieus blade has 7 positions for 
M10 screws, and 1 position of M8 screw 
(preventing the wrong direction)

2.There are dampers at both sides (for 
absorbing the vibration), but the RST 
wires comes from the only one side. 
Thus one terminal enclosure reserves 
such hole for the extending connection 
of RST wires) 

The Local Assembly

M8 washer
Darrius Blade

Terminal enclosure
Terminal enclosure w/RST

w/ RST wires

3
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The position to 
screw the enclosure 
onto the stand.



1. The ground is not flat

2. The stand is not 
precisely vertical to 
the ground

Two Situations Leading to Shortening of Life Time




